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Abstract— Recently, with the widespread use of increasingly powerful commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products,
some real-time distributed system designers have started a
shift from custom-made systems to COTS-based systems to
get lower costs and more flexible systems. This research investigates the problem of allocating real-time applications
to a set of COTS heterogeneous machines connected together by a COTS high-speed network. For the intended distributed real-time system, the work presented in this paper
includes characterizing and modeling the applications and
the hardware platform, identifying and quantifying the performance goal, and designing and developing heuristics for
allocating the applications so as to optimize the performance
goal. Each application has certain quality of service (QoS)
constraints that must not be violated (e.g., constraints on
the end-to-end latency and throughput). Unlike most of the
related work in real-time systems, the focus of this work is
on finding an initial static allocation of the applications onto
the machines to maximize the allowable increase in workload
until dynamic reallocation of resources is required to avoid
a QoS violation. This paper presents and compares three
greedy heuristics to solve the initial mapping problem.
Keywords— Real-time systems, heterogeneous computing,
distributed computing, resource allocation.

I. Introduction
Real-time systems continue to increase in importance as
they are employed in various critical areas, such as command and control systems, intensive care monitoring, flight
control systems, process control systems, multimedia, and
high-speed communication systems. In the past, computational requirements for some real-time applications could
only be met by custom-made systems. Such systems generally employed special purpose computers, interconnects,
languages, and operating systems designed and built to execute those real-time applications. Typically, these custom
solutions are expensive and have limited flexibility. ReThis research was supported by the DARPA/ITO Quorum Program
through the Office of Naval Research under Grant No. N00014-001-0599, and by the Colorado State University George T. Abell Endowment. Some of the equipment used was donated by Intel and
Microsoft.

cently, however, with the widespread use of increasingly
powerful commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products, some
real-time system designers have started a shift from custom
development to COTS-based systems to get lower costs and
more flexible systems [1].
To use COTS-based systems effectively as parts of a
larger system, one needs to exploit the heterogeneity in
processor speeds, memory structures, specialized hardware
capabilities, etc., that most likely will be present in different COTS products. Heterogeneous computing (HC) is the
coordinated use of different types of machines, networks,
and interfaces to meet the requirements of widely varying
application mixtures and to maximize the system performance or cost-effectiveness, e.g., [2], [3], [4], [5]. A typical
real-time HC system consists of heterogeneous sets of sensors, real-time applications, machines, and actuators. An
important research problem is how to assign resources to
applications (matching) and order the execution of the applications (scheduling) so as to maximize some performance
criterion without violating any real-time constraints. This
process of matching and scheduling is called mapping.
Two different types of mapping are static and dynamic.
Static mapping is performed when the applications are
mapped in an off-line planning phase [6], e.g., a mapping that is used when a system is first started to ensure
that all real-time constraints will be met for a given initial
system workload (i.e., the set of initial sensor outputs).
Dynamic mapping is performed when the applications are
mapped in an on-line fashion [7], e.g., when an unexpected
increase in the system workload causes quality of service
violations to occur [8], [9], or when new applications arrive unpredictably. In either case, the mapping problem
has been shown, in general, to be NP-complete [10], [11],
[12]. Thus, the development of heuristic techniques to find
near-optimal mappings is an active area of research, e.g.,
[13], [14], [6], [2], [3], [15], [7], [16], [17].
In real-time systems, static mapping approaches are very
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important in ensuring that all real-time constraints will be
met for a given system workload before the system is put
in operation [18], [19]. Generally, these systems operate in
an environment that undergoes unexpected changes. The
changes in the environment are reflected in the system parameters, e.g., system workload, the set of rates of output
from different sensors. These unknown changes in the system may cause some QoS violation. Therefore, even though
a good static mapping of real-time applications may ensure
that no QoS constraints are violated when the system is
first put in operation, dynamic mapping approaches may
be needed to re-allocate resources at run time to avoid QoS
violations, e.g., [20], [8], [21], [22], [9], [23].
This work uses a generalized performance metric that
is suitable for evaluating a statically derived mapping for
systems that operate in changing environments [24]. The
changes in environment are reflected in the variations of
run-time parameters. The general goal of this research
is to delay the first dynamic re-mapping of resources required at run time to prevent QoS violations due to variations in the run-time parameters. The work presented in
this paper focuses on the run-time variations of the system
workload. This work defines the initial mapping problem
as finding a static mapping of a set of applications onto
a suite of machines to maximize the allowable increase in
system workload until dynamic re-mapping of the applications is required to avoid a QoS violation. For the intended
distributed real-time system, this research includes characterizing and modeling the applications and the hardware
platform, quantifying the performance goal, designing and
developing heuristics for mapping the applications so as to
optimize the performance goal, and evaluating the relative
performance of these heuristics.
This research, which was supported by the DARPA/ITO
Quorum Program, is a continuation of a project called
Management System for Heterogeneous Networks (MSHN)
[25]. MSHN is a collaborative research effort among Colorado State University, Purdue University, the University
of Southern California, NOEMIX, and the Naval Postgraduate School. One objective of MSHN is to design and
evaluate mapping heuristics for different types of HC environments, including the COTS-based High Performance
Distributed Computing Program (HiPer-D) environment
at the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division
(NSWCDD) [1]. A general framework for a HiPer-D subsystem is shown in Figure 1 and a specific example is shown
in Figure 2.
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following manner. Some representative related work is given in
Section II. Section III develops models for the applications
and the hardware platform. These models are then used
in Section IV to derive expressions for computation and
communication times. Section V presents an quantitative
measure of the performance goal for evaluating the quality of a given mapping of applications to machines. Three
greedy heuristics to solve the initial mapping problem are
described in Section VI, along with the experimental setup
and the results for the evaluation of these heuristics.

Fig. 1. An example real-time system where the output from a radar
is processed by a group of applications, and a signal is then produced
to control the firing of a missile. The nodes denote applications in
the real-time system.
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Fig. 2. An example HiPer-D subsystem composed of heterogeneous
COTS machines and networks. Fire Sim 21, OTH (Over the Horizon) Data Server, and ALT (Air Engagement Control Local Track)
Data Server send periodic data to the applications. Tacfire, CFF
(Call for Fire) Broker, Land Attack Engagement Server, Deconflict
Server, Gun Sim, and Display Components are the applications to
be mapped. The arrows denote communications, and the labels next
to them denote the network protocols used for communications. The
labels in parentheses next to the applications denote the types of
machines on which those applications can execute.

II. Related Work
Many research efforts in the literature concentrate on
scheduling real-time applications on a processor (e.g., [26],
[27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38],
[39], [40], [41]). The major ways in which our work differs
from the works cited above are: (a) the system environment
of our research is very different from most of the previous research (e.g., multitasking heterogeneous distributed
machines capable of round-robin scheduling only, and executing communicating applications), (b) our research focuses on the allocation aspect of the mapping problem,
while most of the literature cited above focuses on the postassignment part of the mapping problem, i.e., the scheduling of applications on a machine with an assumed allocation
or a simple allocation scheme, and (c) we use a very different performance metric that measures how well-prepared
our static mapping is for absorbing run-time variations in
the system load. Our metric is aimed for evaluating a statically derived mapping for systems that operate in dynamic
environments.
Research efforts in (e.g., [42], [43], [44], [45], [19], [46]) do
consider task assignment as well as task scheduling. The
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research in [42] and [43] used a very simple partition of
processors for allocation of tasks to each partition. In the
research efforts of [45] and [19], a branch and bound search
algorithm was used for the allocation phase. Even though
these efforts had allocation schemes, these methods were
not directly suited for our research because our environment is very different, consisting of a heterogeneous suite of
machines with multitasking multiple processors and communication links using round-robin scheduling policy. Additionally our performance metric focuses on evaluating a
statically derived mapping for systems that operate in dynamic environments.
The mapping approaches in [44] and [46] allocate and
schedule tasks, but the system environment they assume is
different. The research effort in [46] assumes that applications are independent with no precedence constraints, no
communication among applications, no multitasking processors and communication links, and run-time variations
are not considered. The research in [44] assumes a homogeneous multiprocessor system and concentrates on the
scheduling aspect of the mapping problem. The fact that
processors and communication links can perform multitasking makes the problem of mapping applications to machines very different. When applications are mapped to
processors, the processing time of a application depends on
other applications mapped onto the same machine. Even
when communication is considered in the other research efforts mentioned, it is considered only as a constant delay or
the delay is independent of other communications. However, if the links can be multitasked, the communication delay varies depending on the mapping itself. Additionally,
the load on a typical system may also vary during runtime. Invoking a dynamic resource allocation/scheduler to
manage the variation in run-time variables can be costly
in terms of resources used and jobs not completed before a
certain time constraint. Therefore using a run-time parameter to prolong the need for the dynamic scheduler in the
target system is one of the contributions of this research.
The system model assumed in our research is similar to
that of the DeSiDeRaTa project (e.g., [20], [8], [22], [9],
[47], [23]) in that both use continuously running applications and a heterogeneous distributed system. The difference is that, while our work focuses on deriving a static
mapping of the applications to resources, the DeSiDeRaTa
project focuses on dynamically re-mapping the resources to
meet the real-time constraints. Our work concentrates on
producing an initial static mapping that can sustain a maximum allowable increase in tactical load before dynamic resource allocation procedures developed by the DeSiDeRaTa
project have to be invoked.
III. System Model
The system considered here consists of heterogeneous
sets of sensors, real-time applications, machines, and actuators. Each sensor produces data periodically at a certain
rate, and the resulting data streams are input into applications. The applications process the data and send the
output to other applications or to actuators.

The applications and the data transfers between them
can be modeled with a directed acyclic graph (DAG) consisting of a set A of nodes. The nodes in the DAG correspond to the applications and the arcs between the nodes
represent the data transfers between applications. Figure
3 shows a DAG representation of the applications and the
data transfers, along with the sensors and actuators in the
system. (The dashed lines in Figure 3 can be ignored for
now.) Let ai be the i-th application in A (numbered arbitrarily).
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sensor 2
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Fig. 3. The DAG model for the applications and data transfers. The
dashed lines enclose each path formed by the applications.

It is assumed that, for a given data set, the precedentconstrained applications use “greedy synchronization” [48]
to schedule their executions. Specifically, a successor application starts processing a particular data set as soon
as that data set is received. Unlike many other real-time
applications (e.g., in [19], [18]), the applications in this system are, in general, not periodic in the sense that they are
not invoked periodically. It is also assumed that an application starts transferring data only after it has completed
processing the current input.
This research assumes that all multiple input applications are either combining or discriminating applications.
A “combining” application produces an output by combining or using all of its inputs. The output is produced at the
rate of the slowest input. Another type of a multiple-input
application is a “discriminating” application, which does
not produce an output unless a particular input, called the
trigger input, is present. The output is produced at the
rate of the trigger input. Because a combining application can be modeled as a discriminating application with
the trigger input being the slowest rate input, this research
considers only the discriminating applications.
Typically, the data stream from a sensor is successively
processed by a string of applications, and the output from
the last application serves as an input to an actuator or
to a discriminating application. Such a chain of producerconsumer pairs forms an “end-to-end computation” [49],
and is referred to as a path in this research (as well as in
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[22], [23]). Often there is a deadline associated with the
end-to-end computation performed by a path. In Figure 3,
paths are shown by the dashed lines. The trigger inputs
for applications b and d come from applications a and c,
respectively. Let P be the set of paths formed by applications in A. Let Pk be the list of applications that comprise
the k-th path. Let αk,i be the i-th application in Pk , where
1 ≤ i ≤ |Pk | (|Pk | is the total number of applications in
path Pk ). The applications in Pk are numbered sequentially. Note that an application may be present in multiple
paths, i.e., it is possible that αk,i = αl,j = ah . Similarly, a
given data transfer may be a part of multiple paths.
The sensors constitute the interface of the system to the
external world for retrieving information. These sensors
may be radars, sonars, cameras monitoring a conveyor belt,
etc. A sensor is characterized by (a) the maximum rate at
which it produces data sets, and (b) the amount of load
a given data set presents to the applications that have to
process the data set. Typically, different sensors have different rates at which they produce data sets. Also, the
measure of load may be different for different sensors. Let
σz be the z-th sensor in the set of sensors, σ. Let Rz be
the maximum periodic data output rate from σz . In this
study, the load measure, λz , is defined to be the number of
objects present in one data set from the sensor σz in the
most recent cycle. The system workload, λ, is a measure
of the load values from all sensors, and is the vector,
£
¤T
λ = λ1 · · · λ|σ| .
Let λinit be the initial value of λ, and λinit
be the initial
i
value of the i-th member of λinit , i.e.,
h
iT
init
λinit = λinit
·
·
·
λ
.
1
|σ|
The system also contains a set M of heterogeneous
COTS machines. The machines have COTS operating systems. Specifically, it is assumed that when multiple applications are computed on a machine, the operating system
uses a round-robin scheduling policy to allocate the CPU
to the applications. Once an application finishes processing its data, the application is suspended until the next
set of input data arrives for this application. It is assumed
that an interrupt is used to put the application back on
the “ready list.” Similarly, when there are multiple data
transfers originating at a machine, it is assumed that the
operating system uses a round-robin scheduling policy to
allocate the network link to the data transfers. Section IV
develops expressions for the computation and communication times using the above assumptions.
All machines are connected by heterogeneous dedicated
full-duplex communication links to a non-blocking switch.
The sensors, as well as actuators, are connected by halfduplex connections to the same non-blocking switch.
Several QoS constraints, e.g., maximum end-to-end latency, inter-processing time, and throughput, have been
discussed in [23]. In this research, the maximum end-to-end
latency and throughput constraints will be investigated,

as they are most pertinent to the problem domain. The
maximum end-to-end latency constraint states that, for a
given path Pk , the time taken between the instant the sensor feeding the path outputs a data set to the instant the
actuator or the application fed by the path receives the result of the computation on that data set must be no greater
than a given value, Lmax (Pk ). (Not every input to an actuator activates it.)
Also, for each path Pk , the input data rate, ρ(Pk ), is
defined to be the output data rate of the sensor that feeds
Pk . The minimum throughput constraint states that the
computation or communication time of any application in
Pk is required to be no larger than 1/ρ(Pk ). Let r(ai ) be
defined as ρ(Pk ) where ai ∈ Pk .

IV. Computation and Communication Models
A. Computation Model
For an application, the estimated time to compute a
given data set depends on the load presented by the
data set, and the machine executing the application. Let
ETC(ai , mj , λ) be the estimated time to compute for application ai on mj for a given data set when ai is the only
application executing on mj . This research assumes that
ETC(ai , mj , λ) is a function known for all i, j, and λz ∈ λ.
The effect of multitasking on the computation time of
an application is accounted for by assuming that all applications mapped to a machine are processing data continuously. Let N (mj ) be the number of applications executing on machine mj . Let T c (ai , mj , λ) be the computation time for ai on machine mj . If the overhead
due to context switching is ignored, T c (ai , mj , λ) will be
N (mj ) × ETC(ai , mj , λ).
However, the overhead in computation time introduced
by context switching is not trivial in a round-robin scheduler. A simple expression for the context switching overhead is now developed. The context switching overhead
that an application incurs over the course of its execution
on a given machine depends on the ETC value of the application on the machine, and the number of applications executing on the machine. Let Osw (ai , mj , λ) be the context
switching overhead incurred when application ai executes
a given data set on machine mj . Let Tsw (mj ) be the time
mj needs in switching the execution from one application
to another. Let Tq (mj ) be the size (quantum) of the time
slice given by mj to each application in the round-robin
scheduling policy used on mj . Then,

Osw (ai , mj , λ) =

0
if N (mj ) = 1
ETC(ai , mj , λ) × N (mj )

× Tsw (mj ) if N (mj ) > 1
Tq (mj )
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T c (ai , mj , λ) can now be stated as,

bandwidth (in bytes per unit time) of the communication
link between the switch and µ(aj ). Let Nct (µ(ai ), sw) be
the number of data transfers using the communication link
T c (ai , mj , λ) =

from µ(ai ) to the switch. The subscript “ct” stands for
ETC(ai , mj , λ)
µ
¶ if N (mj ) = 1 “contention.” Let Nct (sw, µ(aj )) be the number of data
T (m )
ETC(ai , mj , λ) × N (mj ) 1 + sw j
if N (mj ) > 1 transfers using the communication link from the switch to
Tq (mj )
µ(aj ). Then, T n (ai , aj , λ), the time to transfer the output
data from application ai to aj , is given by:
B. Communication Model
This section develops an expression for the time needed
to transfer the output data from a source application to a
destination application at a given load. Let M (ai , aj , λ) be
the size of the message data sent from application ai to a
destination application aj at the given load. Let µ(ai ) be
the machine on which ai is mapped. Let T n (ai , aj , λ) be
the time to send data from application ai to application aj
at the given load.
A model for calculating the communication times should
identify the various steps involved in effecting a data transfer. The two steps identified in [50] for communication in
a similar domain are the communication setup time and
the queuing delay. These steps contribute to the overall
communication time to different extents depending on the
intended communications environment.
Communication Setup Time. Before data can be transferred from one machine to another, a communication setup
time is required for setting up a logical communication
channel between the sender application and the destination application. Once established, a logical communication channel is torn down only when the sending or receiving application is finished executing. Because this study
considers continuously executing applications (because the
sensors continually produce data), the setup time will be
incurred only once, and will, therefore, be amortized over
the course of the application execution. Hence, the communication setup time is ignored in this study.
Queuing Delay. A data packet is queued twice enroute
from the source machine to the destination machine. First,
the data packet is queued in the output buffer of the source
machine, where it waits to use the communication link from
the source machine to the switch. The second time, the
data packet is queued in the output port of the switch,
where it waits to use the communication link from the
switch to the destination machine. Note that the switch
has a separate output port for each machine in the system.
The queuing delay at the sending machine is modeled
by assuming that the bandwidth of the link from the sending machine to the switch is shared equally among all data
transfers originating at the sending machine. This will underestimate the bandwidth available for each transfer because it assumes that all of the other transfers are always
being performed. Similarly, the queuing delay at the switch
is modeled by assuming that the bandwidth of the link from
the switch to the destination machine is equally divided
among all data transfers originating at the switch and destined for the destination machine. Let B(µ(ai ), sw) be the
bandwidth (in bytes per unit time) of the communication
link between µ(ai ) and the switch, and B(sw, µ(aj )) be the

T n (ai , aj , λ) = M (ai , aj , λ)×
µ
¶
Nct (µ(ai ), sw) Nct (sw, µ(aj ))
+
(1)
B(µ(ai ), sw)
B(sw, µ(aj ))
The above expression can also accommodate the situations when a sensor communicates with the first application in a path, or when the last application in a path
communicates with an actuator. The sensor feeding Pk
can be treated as a “pseudo-application” that has a zero
computation time and is already mapped to an imaginary machine, and, as such, can be denoted by αk,0 .
Similarly, the actuator receiving data from Pk can also
be treated as a pseudo-application with a zero computation time, and will be denoted by αk,|Pk |+1 . Accordingly, for these cases: M (αk,0 , αk,1 , λ(αk,0 )) corresponds
to the load from the sensor; B(µ(αk,0 ), sw) is the bandwidth of the link between the sensor and the switch;
and B(sw, µ(αk,|Pk |+1 )) corresponds to the bandwidth of
the link between the actuator and the switch. Similarly, Nct (µ(αk,0 ), sw) and Nct (sw, αk,|Pk |+1 )) both are 1.
In the situation where µ(ai ) = µ(aj ), one can interpret
Nct (µ(ai ), sw) and Nct (sw, µ(aj )) both as 0; T n (ai , aj , λ) =
0 in that case.
Note that, analogous to ETC(ai , mj , λ), ETK(ai , aj , mp
, mq , λ) can be defined as the estimated time to
communicate for application ai with application aj when
ai is the only application executing on mp , and aj is the
only application executing on mq .
ETK(ai , aj , mp , mq , λ) = M (ai , aj , λ)×
¶
µ
1
1
+
B(mp , sw) B(sw, mq )
V. Performance Goal
A. The Quantitative Statement
Recall from Section I that the initial mapping problem
consists of finding an initial static allocation of applications onto machines to maximize the allowable increase in
system workload, λ until dynamic reallocation of resources
is required to avoid a QoS violation. Recall that the outputs of all sensors in the system constitute λ. The increase
in λ can occur in different “directions” depending on the
relative changes in the individual components of λ. For
example, λ might change so that all components of λ increase in proportion to their initial values. In another case,
only one component of λ may increase while all other components remain fixed. This research makes the simplifying
assumption that outputs from all sensors increase at the
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same rate. That is, if the output from a given sensor increases by x%, then the output from all sensors increases
by x%. Given this assumption, for any two sensors σp and
init
init
σq , (λp − λinit
= (λq − λinit
= ∆λ. ∆λ will
p )/λp
q )/λq
be referred to as the “percentage increase in the system
tactical load.” Now, λ could be re-expressed in terms of
∆λ as

 

(1 + ∆λ) × λinit
λ1
1

 

..
init
λ =  ...  = 
 = (1 + ∆λ) × λ .
.
λ|σ|

(1 + ∆λ) × λinit
|σ|

B. Satisfying the Throughput Constraint

Clearly, there are many other ways of defining an increase
in the system workload. The definition chosen here reflects
the load characteristics for one particular kind of HiPerD system. Note that for this particular definition of an
increase in the system workload, any function of the vector
λ is in reality only a function of the single scalar parameter,
∆λ (because λinit is a constant vector).
The rest of this section develops a quantitative measure
for the performance goal. Let ∆ΛL (Pk ) be the maximum
∆λ that can be processed by path Pk without violating its
end-to-end latency constraint. (The “L” in the superscript
denotes “latency.”) Let ∆ΛL, SW be the maximum ∆λ that
can be processed by the system without violating the endto-end latency constraint for any path. (The “SW” in the
superscript denotes “system-wide.”) Clearly,
¡
¢
∆ΛL, SW = min ∆ΛL (Pk ) .
(2)
Pk ∈ P

Note that if ∆ΛL, SW < 0 for a certain allocation of applications to machines, then it means that some path in
the system is violating its latency constraint at the initial
system workload.
Let ∆ΛT, C (ai , µ(ai )) be the maximum ∆λ that the CPU
on machine µ(ai ) can process for application ai without
a throughput violation. (The “T” in the superscript denotes “throughput,” and the “C” denotes “CPU.”) Similarly, let ∆ΛT, N (ai , aj ) be the maximum ∆λ that the communication link between ai and aj can process without a
throughput violation. (The “N” in the superscript denotes
“network.”) Let D(ai ) be the set of successor applications
of ai . In addition, let ∆ΛT (ai , µ(ai )) be the minimum
of ∆ΛT, C (ai , µ(ai )) and minaj ∈D(ai ) (∆ΛT, N (ai , aj )). If
∆ΛT, SW is the maximum ∆λ that can be processed by the
system without violating the throughput constraint for any
application or data transfer, then,
¡
¢
∆ΛT, SW = min ∆ΛT (ai , µ(ai )) .
ai ∈A

that if ∆ΛSW < 0 for a certain allocation of applications
to machines, then it means that either a throughput or a
latency constraint is being violated. Therefore, deriving
a mapping that ensures ∆ΛSW ≥ 0 ensures that all QoS
constraints will be met when the applications are allocated
according to that mapping.
If ∆ΛSW for all optimal mappings equals ∆ΛT, SW ,
the system is said to be throughput-constrained. A
latency-constrained system is defined as a system where
∆ΛSW for all optimal mappings equals ∆ΛL, SW .

(3)

Note that if ∆ΛT, SW < 0 for a certain allocation of applications to machines, then it means that some application
in the system is violating its throughput constraint at the
initial system workload.
The goal is to find a mapping that maximizes the
system-wide maximum tolerable percentage increase in
load, ∆ΛSW , without violating any QoS constraint. The
value of ∆ΛSW is given by min(∆ΛL, SW , ∆ΛT, SW ). Note

To ensure that the throughput constraint for application
ai or a data transfer from ai to a successor application aj
is not violated,
T c (ai , mj , λ) ≤ 1/r(ai ),

(4)

T n (ai , aj , λ) ≤ 1/r(ai ).

(5)

and
The left hand sides (LHS s) of inequalities 4 and 5 can
be expressed as functions of ∆λ. The value of ∆λ for
which the LHS in inequality 4 equals the right hand side
(RHS) is equal to ∆ΛT, C (ai , µ(ai )). Similarly, the value
of ∆λ for which the LHS in inequality 5 equals the RHS
is equal to ∆ΛT, N (ai , aj ). After finding ∆ΛT, C (ai , µ(ai ))
and ∆ΛT, N (ai , aj ) for all applications, Equation 3 can be
used to determine ∆ΛT, SW .
C. Satisfying the Latency Constraint
To ensure that the latency constraint for a given path
is not violated, the actual end-to-end latency must not be
larger than Lmax (Pk ). The above constraint can now be
defined mathematically as,
|Pk |

X
i=1

|Pk |

T c (αk,i , µ(αk,i ), λ)+

X

T n (αk,i , αk,i+1 , λ) ≤ Lmax (Pk )

i=0

(6)
The LHS of inequality 6 can be expressed as a function
of ∆λ. The value of ∆λ for which the LHS equals the RHS
is equal to ∆ΛL (Pk ). One can determine ∆ΛL (Pk ) for all
paths, and then use Equation 2 to find ∆ΛL, SW .
VI. Heuristic Descriptions
This section develops three greedy heuristics for the initial mapping problem. Greedy techniques perform well
in many situations, and have been well-studied (e.g.,
[12], [51]). Two of these three heuristics, the Most
Critical Task First (MCTF) and Tie-Breaking Two Phase
Greedy (TB TPG) heuristics, are designed to work well in
throughput-constrained real-time heterogeneous systems.
The other heuristic, the Most Critical Path First (MCPF)
heuristic, is designed to work well in latency-constrained
real-time heterogeneous systems.
It is important to note that these heuristics use the
∆ΛSW value to guide the heuristic search; however, the
procedure given in Section V for calculating ∆ΛSW assumes
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that a complete mapping of all applications is known. But
during the course of the execution of the heuristics, not
all applications are mapped. So, for the purpose of these
heuristics, the calculation of ∆ΛSW ignores the unmapped
applications. This study also investigated the possibility
of using average values for the computation and communication times of the unmapped applications, and concluded
that using average values gives significant reductions in performance for the heuristics discussed here. This is discussed
further in [52].
The MCTF heuristic makes one application to machine
assignment in each iteration. Each iteration can be split
into two phases. Let ∆ΛSW* (ai , mj ) be the value of
∆ΛSW if application ai is mapped on mj . Similarly, let
∆ΛT* (ai , mj ) be the value of ∆ΛT (ai , mj ) if application
ai is mapped on mj . In the first phase, each unmapped
application ai is paired with its “best” machine mj such
that
mj = argmax(∆ΛSW* (ai , mk )).
(7)
mk ∈ M

(Note that argmaxx f (x) returns the value of x that maximizes the function f (x). If there are multiple values of
x that maximize f (x), then argmaxx f (x) returns the set
of all those values.) If the RHS in Equation 7 returns a
set of machines, G(ai ), instead of a unique machine, then
mj = argmaxmk ∈ G(ai ) (∆ΛT* (ai , mk )), i.e., the individual
throughput constraints are used to break ties in the overall
system-wide measure. Note that the first phase does not
make an application to machine assignment; it only establishes application-machine pairs (ai , mj ) for all unmapped
applications ai .
The second phase makes an application to machine assignment by selecting one of the (ai , mj ) pairs produced
by the first phase. This selection is made by determining the most “critical” application (the criterion for this is
explained later). The method used to determine this assignment in the first iteration is totally different from that
used in the subsequent iterations.
Consider the motivation for the special first iteration.
Let ∆ΛSW
be the value of ∆ΛSW at the end of the gg
th iteration. Before the first iteration of the heuristic, all
applications are unmapped, and the system resources are
entirely unused. With the system in this state, the heuristic
selects the pair (ax , my ) such that
(ax , my ) =

argmin

(∆ΛSW* (ai , mj )).

(ai ,mj ) pairs from
the first phase

The application ax is then assigned to the machine my .
Assigning any other application makes the value of ∆ΛSW
1
higher than what the final ∆ΛSW , i.e., ∆ΛSW
|A| , can possibly
be. This is likely to “misguide” the heuristic search in the
later iterations. (Note that the discussion above does not
imply that an optimal mapping must contain the assignment of ax on my .)
The criterion used to make an application to machine assignment for iteration number 2 to |A| is different from that
used in iteration 1, and is now explained. The intuitive goal

is to determine the (ai , mj ) pair, which if not selected, may
cause the most future “damage,” i.e., decrease in ∆ΛSW .
Let Amap be the set of all currently mapped applications.
i
i, of maLet Mai be the ordered list, hma1 i , ma2 i , · · · , ma|M|
chines such that ∆ΛSW* (ai , maxi ) ≥ ∆ΛSW* (ai , mayi ) if
x < y. Let v be an integer such that 2 ≤ v ≤ |M|, and let
C(ai , v) be the percentage decrease in ∆ΛSW* (ai , mj ) if ai
is mapped on mav i (its v-th best machine) instead of ma1 i ,
i.e.,

C(ai , v) =

∆ΛSW* (ai , ma1 i ) − ∆ΛSW* (ai , mav i )
.
∆ΛSW* (ai , ma1 i )

Additionally, let T (ai , v) be defined such that,
T (ai , v) =

∆ΛT* (ai , ma1 i ) − ∆ΛT* (ai , mav i )
.
∆ΛT* (ai , ma1 i )

Then, in all iterations other than the first iteration, MCTF
maps the most critical application, where the most critical
application is found using the pseudo-code in Figure 4. The
technique shown in Figure 4 builds on the idea of the Sufferage heuristic given in [7].
(1) initialize: v = 2; F = the set of (ai , mj ) pairs
from the first phase
(2) for v = 2 to |M|
(3)
if argmax(ai ,mj )∈ F (C(ai , v)) is a unique
pair (ax , my )
(4)
return (ax , my )
(5)
else
(6)
F = the set of pairs returned by
argmax(ai ,mj )∈ F (C(ai , v))
(7) end for
/* program control reaches here only if no */
/* application, machine pair has been */
/* selected in Lines 1 to 7 above. */
/* F is now the set of (ai , mj ) pairs from */
/* the last execution of Line */
(8) if argmax(ai ,mj )∈ F (T (ai , 2)) is a
unique pair (ax , my )
(9)
return (ax , my )
(10) else
(11)
arbitrarily select and return an application,
machine pair from the set of pairs given
by argmax(ai ,mj )∈ F (T (ai , 2))
Fig. 4. Selecting the most critical application to map next given the
set of (ai , mj ) pairs from the first phase of MCTF.

This research also proposes a modified version of the
Min-min heuristic for mapping in throughput- constrained
systems. Variants of the Min-min heuristic (first presented
in [12]) have been studied, e.g., [51], [6], [53], [7], [17], and
have been seen to perform well in the environments for
which they were proposed. Two-Phase Greedy (TPG), a
Min-min style heuristic for the environment discussed in
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this research, is shown in Figure 5, and the modified Minmin, called the Tie-Breaker Two-Phase Greedy (TB TPG)
is shown in Figure 6. TB TPG augments TPG with two
features borrowed from MCTF: (a) the special first iteration, and (b) the use of application criticality to resolve
any ties in Line 9 of Figure 6.
(1) do until all applications are mapped
(2) for each unmapped application ai , find
the machine mj such that
∆ΛSW* (ai , mj ) = maxmk ∈ M (∆ΛSW* (ai , mk ));
resolve ties arbitrarily
(3) if ∆ΛSW* (ai , mj ) < 0, this heuristic
cannot find a mapping
(4) from the (ai , mj ) pairs found above, select
the pair(s) (ax , my ) such that
∆ΛSW* (ax , my ) = max(ai ,mj ) pairs (∆ΛSW* (ai , mj ));
resolve ties arbitrarily
(5) map ax on my
(6) enddo
Fig. 5. The TPG heuristic.

(1) flag = 0
(2) do until all applications are mapped
(3)
for each unmapped application ai ,
find the machine mj such that
G(ai ) = argmaxmk ∈ M (∆ΛSW* (ai , mk )),
and mj = argmaxmk ∈ G(ai ) (∆ΛT* (ai , mk ))
(4)
if ∆ΛSW* (ai , mj ) < 0, this heuristic
cannot find a mapping
(5)
if flag = 0
/* special case for the first iteration */
(6)
from (ai , mj ) pairs found above, select
the pair (ax , my ) such that ∆ΛSW* (ax , my )
= min(ai ,mj ) pairs (∆ΛSW* (ai , mj ));
resolve ties arbitrarily
(7)
flag = 1
(8)
else
/* for all but the first iteration */
(9)
from (ai , mj ) pairs found above, select
the pair(s) (ax , my ) such that ∆ΛSW* (ax , my )
= max(ai ,mj ) pairs (∆ΛSW* (ai , mj ));
resolve any ties by choosing the most
critical application first
(10) map ax on my
(11) enddo
Fig. 6. The TB TPG heuristic.

The MCPF heuristic explicitly considers the latency constraints of the paths in the system, and is designed to
work well in latency-constrained systems. MCPF begins
by ranking the paths in the order of the most “critical”
path first (defined below). Then it uses a modified † form
† The

modified form of MCTF differs from MCTF in that the first

of the MCTF heuristic to map applications on a path-bypath basis, iterating through the paths in the ranked order.
The ranking procedure used by MCPF is now explained
in detail. Let Lbest (Pk , ∆λ) be a lower bound on the value
of the end-to-end latency for the path Pk when Pk is processing a load increase of ∆λ.
X
¡
¢
Lbest (Pk , ∆λ) =
min ETC(αk,i , mj , λ) .
αk,i ∈Pk

mj ∈M

The lower bound ignores communications and assumes that
every application can use 100% of the machine on which it
is executing.
Let slack, S(Pk , ∆λ), for a given path Pk be defined as
S(Pk , ∆λ) =

Lmax (Pk ) − Lbest (Pk , ∆λ)
.
Lmax (Pk )

The heuristic ranks the paths in an ordered list
crit
G = hP1crit , P2crit , · · · , P|P|
i such that S(Pxcrit , ∆λ) ≤
S(Pycrit , ∆λ) if x < y. The slack for a given path depends
on the load at which it is currently operating. Therefore,
the order in the list G is a function of the ∆λ value at
which the S(Pk , ∆λ) values for different paths are evaluated. Ideally, one should derive the path rankings at the
value of ∆λ where S(P1crit , ∆λ) = 0. A binary search procedure for determining such a value of ∆λ is given in [52].
For an arbitrary HC system, one is not expected to
know if the system is latency-constrained or throughputconstrained, or neither. In that case, this research proposes
running both MCTF (or TB TPG) and MCPF, and taking the better of the two mappings. The Duplex heuristic
executes both MCTF and MCPF, and then chooses the
mapping that gives a higher ∆ΛSW .
To compare the performance of the heuristics proposed
in this research (MCTF, TB TPG, and MCPF) five
other greedy heuristics were also implemented. These included: TPG, Two-Phase Greedy X (TPG-X), Tie-Breaker
Two-Phase Greedy X (TB TPG-X), and two fast greedy
heuristics. TPG-X is an implementation of the Max-min
heuristic [12] for the environment discussed in this research.
TPG-X is similar to the TPG heuristic except that in Line
4 of Figure 5, “max” is replaced with “min.” TB TPG-X
is related to TB TPG in the same way TPG-X is related
to TPG. The first fast greedy heuristic, denoted FGH-L,
iterates through the unmapped applications in an arbitrary order, assigning an application ai to the machine
mj such that (a) ∆ΛSW* (ai , mj ) ≥ 0, and (b) ∆ΛL, SW
is maximized (ties are resolved arbitrarily). The second
fast greedy heuristic, FGH-T, is similar to FGH-L except
that FGH-T attempts to maximize ∆ΛT, SW .
VII. Simulation Experiments and Results
In this study, several sets of simulation experiments were
conducted to evaluate and compare the heuristics. Experiments were performed for different values of |A| and |M|,
iteration is the same as the subsequent iterations.
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and for different types of HC environments. For all experiments, it was assumed that an application could execute
on any machine.

constraint. In particular, let
X
ETC(ai , mj , λ)
Z1 (ai ) =

For the experiments presented here, ETC(ai , mj , λ)
functions were generated in the following manner. Let fijz
be a linear function of λz , with a slope sc (ai , mj , λz ) and
an intercept ic (ai , mj , λz ). Then ETC(ai , mj , λ) was set
to be the sum of all fijz such that there is a route from
the sensor σz to ai . Similarly, for generating functions for
M (ai , aj , λ)), let gijz be a linear function of λz , with a
slope sn (ai , aj , λz ) and an intercept in (ai , aj , λz ). Then,
M (ai , aj , λ)) was set to be the sum of all gijz such that
there is a route from the sensor σz to ai . These assumptions reflect one particular type of HC system. However,
the model developed in this study does not assume or require ETC(ai , mj , λ) or M(ai , aj , λ) to be linear functions
of λ. Any monotonically increasing function can be used.

For each application (ai ), machine (mj ), and sensor
(λz ∈ λ), the sc (ai , mj , λz ) and ic (ai , mj , λz ) values were
generated by randomly sampling a Gamma distribution.
The mean was arbitrarily set to twelve, the “task heterogeneity” was set to 0.4, and the “machine heterogeneity”
was also set to 0.4 (heterogeneity is the standard deviation divided by the mean). See [54] for a description of the
method used in this study for generating random numbers
with given mean and heterogeneity values. The chosen values are characteristic of systems with high application and
machine heterogeneities [54]. Similarly, for each ai , aj , and
λz , the sn (ai , aj , λz ) and in (ai , aj , λz ) values were also sampled from a Gamma distribution. The parameters of this
distribution were kept the same as those for generating the
sc (ai , mj , λz ) and ic (ai , mj , λz ) values, because communication times in the particular target HiPer-D system are of
the same order as computation times.

The next major step in setting up the simulations was
to derive reasonable values for the output rates for the
sensors and the end-to-end latency constraints for different paths in the system. To that end, both the output
rates and end-to-end latency constraints should be related
to the values of sc (ai , mj , λz ), ic (ai , mj , λz ), sn (ai , aj , λz ),
and in (ai , aj , λz ) derived above. Moreover, the rates of
the HiPer-D system sensors vary widely based on the attack scenario. Therefore, the simulation setup should allow
changes in the sensor rates. The following discussion explains the process used in the simulation setup to do this.

First, the rates of all sensors were tentatively set to unity.
Then, the DAG showing the connectivity among all applications was scanned to predict the application ax that is
likely to have the most difficulty in meeting its throughput

mj ∈M

|M|
X

Z2 (ai ) =

(mp ,mq ) pairs
mp ,mq ∈M
mp 6=mq

max ETK(ai , ay , mp , mq , λ)

ay ∈D(ai )

(|M| − 1)2
Z(ai ) = max(Z1 (ai ), Z2 (ai ))

then ax = argmaxai ∈A Z(ai ).
For ax to meet its throughput constraint, its computation and communication times must be less than one if all
sensor rates are equal to unity. However, if all sensor rates
are in fact equal to κ, then the maximum of the computation and communication times of ax must be less than
1/κ. Conversely, if the maximum of the computation and
communication times for ax is equal to τ , the throughput
constraint for ax will be just met if the rates of all sensors
were 1/τ . Obviously, the computation and communications
times of ax are not known when the simulations are being
setup. Therefore, this study uses Z(ax ) as an estimate
for the maximum of the computation and communication
times for ax . Specifically, the final rates of the sensors
were generated by sampling a uniform distribution with
the range [0.75 × ρ, ρ], where ρ = 1/ (wTHR × Z(ax )), and
wTHR is a real number that can be adjusted empirically
to “tighten” the throughput constraint. The smaller the
value of wTHR , the “tighter” the throughput constraint.
For a given path Pk , the end-to-end latency constraint,
Lmax (Pk ), was set so that
´
X ³
Lmax (Pk ) = wLAT ×
Z1 (ai ) + Z2 (ai ) ,
ai ∈Pk

where wLAT is a real number that can be adjusted to change
the difficulty of meeting the latency constraint.
An experiment is characterized by the set of system parameters (e.g., |A|, |M|, application and machine heterogeneities) it investigates. Each experiment was repeated at
least 30 times to obtain good estimates of the mean and
standard deviation. Call each repetition of a given experiment a trial. For each new trial, a DAG with |A| nodes
was randomly regenerated, and the values of sc (ai , mj , λz ),
ic (ai , mj , λz ), sn (ai , aj , λz ), and in (ai , aj , λz ) were regenerated from their respective distributions. The maximum
fan-in and maximum fan-out values for the DAG generation were two. See [52] for the details of generating the
DAG.
The results for a selected set of representative experiments are shown in Figures 7 to 9. These figures also show
the value of failure ratio (FR) for each heuristic, where FR
is the ratio of the number of trials in which the heuristic
could not find a mapping to the total number of trials. The
scale for FR is given on the right-hand side of the graph in
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Additional experiments were performed for various other
combinations of |A|, |M|, wLAT and wTHR , and the relative performance of Duplex was found to be similar to that
shown in Figure 9. In addition, the positive effects of TB
TPG were seen more clearly for higher values of the ratio
|A|/|M|, i.e., when a larger number of ties between applications are likely.
1
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Fig. 7. The average value of normalized ∆ΛSW in a throughputconstrained system. |M| = 4, |A| = 14, wLAT = 10000, and wTHR =
10.
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every figure. Note that the ∆ΛSW value is averaged only
for those trials for which every heuristic successfully found
a mapping.
The first two figures compare the heuristics with an exhaustive search (ES) for the optimal mapping. These figures show the average value of ∆ΛSW normalized with respect to the optimal mapping found by ES, along with
95% confidence intervals for a total of 60 trials. The normalized ∆ΛSW for a given heuristic is equal to ∆ΛSW for
the mapping found by that heuristic divided by ∆ΛSW for
the optimal mapping. For each of these three figures, the
number of sensors and the number of actuators were both
set to two.
Figure 7 shows that, for the given throughputconstrained system, MCTF, TB TPG-X, and TB TPG give
very good performance, with the average ∆ΛSW values of
96%, 95%, and 88%, respectively, of the ∆ΛSW value for
the optimal mapping. MCPF performs at 55% of the optimal. For this experiment, the Duplex performance was
the same as that for MCTF. Note that TB TPG performs
better than TPG by a factor of almost three. Recall the
two features that distinguish TB TPG from TPG: (a) the
special first iteration and (b) the use of application criticality to resolve any ties between applications in the subsequent iterations. Due to the nature of the optimization
criterion, ties between applications are common in Line 4
of Figure 5. Because these ties are resolved arbitrarily in
TPG, the heuristic makes many arbitrary decisions during its course of execution. Also note in Figure 7 that
TPG-X performs more than twice as well as TPG. A probable reason is that like MCTF and TB TPG, TPG-X also
first maps the application with the smallest ∆ΛSW* value
on its best machine. The FGH-L heuristic, which tries
to optimize the maximum allowable load subject to the
latency constraint, understandably performs the worst in
this throughput-constrained system.
Figure 8 shows the normalized ∆ΛSW for the given latency constrained system. It can be seen that, compared
to Figure 7, the MCTF performance falls and the MCPF
performance improves. Although MCPF individually approaches only 70% of the optimal mapping, the Duplex
heuristic gives an average performance of 80%. The FGHT heuristic, which tries to optimize the maximum allowable
load subject to the throughput constraint, understandably
performs the worst in this latency-constrained system.
The comparison of the heuristics for a larger problem
is given in Figure 9. The values of wLAT and wTHR were
adjusted empirically to give a tightly constrained system.
In this experiment, FGH-T and FGH-L failed for 82% and
22% of the trials respectively. Given a total of 80 trials,
the number of trials in which all heuristic succeeded was
too low (ten) to give accurate averages. Therefore, both
fast greedy heuristics were excluded from Figure 9 which is
plotted for the 52 trials in which all heuristics except the
fast greedy ones succeeded. Duplex is the only heuristic
that does not fail for any of the 80 trials. It performs the
best giving the best values for both the average ∆ΛSW and
FR.

Fig. 8.
The average value of normalized ∆ΛSW in a latencyconstrained system. All parameters are the same as in Figure 7 except
that wLAT = 10 and wTHR = 10000.

VIII. Conclusions
This research investigates the problem of allocating realtime applications to a set of COTS heterogeneous machines
connected together by a COTS high-speed network. For
the intended distributed real-time system, the work presented in this paper includes characterizing and modeling
the applications and the hardware platform, identifying
and quantifying the performance goal, and designing and
developing heuristics for allocating the applications so as
to attempt to optimize the performance goal.
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Each application has certain quality of service (QoS) constraints that must not be violated (e.g., constraints on the
end-to-end latency and throughput). Unlike most of the
related work in real-time systems, the focus of this work
is on finding an initial static allocation of the applications
onto the machines to maximize the allowable increase in
workload until the dynamic reallocation of resources is required to avoid a QoS violation due to variations in the
run-time input-data-dependent parameters. The research
uses a performance metric that is suitable for evaluating
a statically derived mapping for systems that operate in
changing environments. The performance metric quantifies
how “well-prepared” the mapping is for absorbing run-time
increases in system workload (other run-time parameters
may also be used).
This paper also presented and compared three greedy
heuristics to solve the initial mapping problem to achieve
this performance goal in a HiPer-D-like system. The
heuristics were compared under a variety of simulated heterogeneous computing environments. The results from the
simulation experiments show that, for small problems, Duplex performs close to the optimal solution. The heuristics
were also compared for larger problems sizes (for which exhaustive search could not be performed). For these problems, the Duplex heuristic performed the best. For all of
the cases considered, Duplex gave a failure ratio of zero,
and a significantly better average value of ∆ΛSW compared
to all other heuristics. The Duplex heuristic has performed
the best for the different HC environments discussed here,
and is the heuristic of choice for these HC environments,
especially when it is critical to find a feasible mapping in
highly constrained systems where other heuristics discussed
in this paper would fail.
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